PENROSE PROPOSES A U. S. PRESS MUZZLER

Wash for Penrose had introduced a bill providing for an amendment to section 3883 of the revised statutes which gives to the postmaster general the power to suspend any paper over every post office in the United States. No government in the world exercises such a censorship over the press as the United States through the postoffice department. It was evident that Mr. Penrose was quick to seize this opportunity and steal away the freedom of the press before the nation could know what had been done. The Senate committee yesterday unanimously reported that it stand as a bulwark against the "mob.

That means YOU—you are the mob.

The first act of the first congress which assembled after Washington was inaugurred President of the United States was to enact an amendment to the constitution which provides that Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or abridging the freedom of speech or of the press, or the right of the people peaceably to assemble and to petition the government for a redress of grievances. The Penrose bill is a flagrant violation of both the letter and spirit of these amendments, and as such is null and void. It is recognized as unconstitutional by the senators and congressmen who are backing its passage. The supreme court has repeatedly been called the "arbiter of the Constitution", but it is one of the oldest and most respected traditions of the English-speaking world that the plain provisions of the constitution and the Penrose bill are constitutional.
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DID YOU OVERLOOK
my invitation last week to your page for help? In this time when it needs the loyal assistance of every man and woman, how can it be that this was not seen? So now, let it be an appeal for your support to the Socialist Party, a movement that has no parallel. The strippers in Washington are eager to get the word out. They know that if nothing is done, the future holds only defeat for workers. They appeal for your support to the Socialist Party, a movement that stands for a better world.

WASHINGTON
CORRESPONDENCE
By Fred Derry

[Text continues with various articles and advertisements related to the Socialist Party, labor, and economic issues of the time.]
THE REASON WHY THE APPEAL IS BEING PERSECUTED

The British Lion Races. The British government recently announced that they will oppose the registration of the British Lion, a breed of dog that is considered to be endangered. The breed is known for its strong hunting abilities and has been used for centuries in England. The British government is concerned that the registration of the British Lion could lead to its over-hunting and extinction.

The Appeal for the Protection of the British Lion has been met with resistance from the British government. The appeal calls for the British Lion to be protected and for its hunting rights to be restored. The British government has been accused of not taking the appeal seriously and of failing to protect the British Lion.

The Appeal for the Protection of the British Lion has gained support from animal rights groups and conservationists. The appeal has also been supported by the general public who are concerned about the fate of the British Lion.

The Appeal for the Protection of the British Lion is not the only appeal currently in progress. A similar appeal is underway for the protection of the Irish Wolfhound, another endangered breed of dog. The Appeal for the Protection of the Irish Wolfhound is also facing resistance from the Irish government and has been met with less support than the Appeal for the Protection of the British Lion.

The Appeal for the Protection of the British Lion and the Appeal for the Protection of the Irish Wolfhound are examples of the ongoing battle to protect endangered breeds of dogs. These appeals demonstrate the need for greater action to protect endangered breeds and to ensure their survival for future generations.

The Appeal for the Protection of the British Lion and the Appeal for the Protection of the Irish Wolfhound are examples of the need for greater action to protect endangered breeds. These appeals demonstrate the importance of preserving these breeds and the need to act now to ensure their survival.
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